
Meet ThinVNC, The HTML5 Remote Desktop  
 
ThinVNC brings pure-web Remote Desktop Access to a MS Windows PC from any OS, using any HTML5-

compliant browser. ThinVNC is free for non-commercial use. 

 
Wilmington, DE – November 8th, 2010 – Cybele Software, Inc. is pleased to announce the final release 

of ThinVNC 1.0, a software solution that allows users to remotely access a PC desktop using just a 

standard Web Browser. Regardless of the computer or mobile operating system, ThinVNC provides 

native, secure data transmission using HTTP and SSL. 

ThinVNC works on any HTML5-compliant web 

browser and does not require any additional 

plugin, add-on or installation of any kind on the 

client side. ThinVNC exploits HTML5 canvas to 

display a remote PC desktop, taking full 

advantage of WebSockets, AJAX, JSON and 

HTML5 technologies.  

The implementation of techniques not available 

in traditional AT&T RFB protocol impart 

ThinVNC a remarkable performance, rivaling 

with any traditional VNC. 

ThinVNC is composed by a server-side 

executable program and an HTML5 JavaScript client. The web client connects to ThinVNC server using 

Ajax and WebSockets (when available) over SSL and displays the remote PC desktop, enabling full 

remote mouse and keyboard control.  

ThinVNC also includes a Presentation Manager to organize demonstrations, meetings or trainings on the 

host computer. Running on the web browser, ThinVNC removes the need of a “viewer” download, 

making non-tech people attendance a smooth 

experience, free of any setup issue. 

On corporate environments, ThinVNC can be 

setup as a gateway to proxy other ThinVNC 

instances. While publishing just one IP, users 

can remotely gain access to PC desktops 

across the LAN just by entering the internal IP 

address/PC name on the welcome screen. 

 

 

http://www.json.org/
http://www.w3.org/TR/html5/


ThinVNC Highlights: 

- Native HTTP and HTTPS using WebSockets and AJAX protocols 
- Gateway mode 
- Presentation Tool 
- Clipboard Support 
- Video Driver Support 
- Windows Vista / Windows 7 UAC Support 
- Multi-Monitor Support 
 

 

ThinVNC server works on Windows 2000/XP/2003/Vista/Win 7/Windows Server 2008. ThinVNC client is 

compatible with any Operating System and any HTML5-compliant Web Browser such as Mozilla Firefox, 

Google Chrome, Opera, Safari, etc. ThinVNC is free for non-commercial use and there’s an open source 

version downloadable under GPL terms.   

 
For more information about ThinVNC, contact Cybele Software, Inc. 
3422 Old Capitol Trail, Suite 1125, Wilmington, DE 19808 USA.  
Phone: (302) 892-9625 or (866) 462-9768  
Email: info@cybelesoft.com 
Website: http://www.supportsmith.com/ThinVNC    
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/user/CybeleSoftware  

http://www.supportsmith.com/ThinVNC
http://www.youtube.com/user/CybeleSoftware

